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Excellent hybrid of FPS, RPG and Adventure, all refined with the trademark Raven Software's standards of quality and solidity!
Bonus points for the amazing dark soundtrack by Kevin Schilder. Bloody combat, interesting locations, head-crushing puzzles..
Pros: -Enjoyable soundtrack (although a little repetitive) -Great and fun gameplay, Trials' spiritual spin-off with Monster Trucks
-Good visuals for an early Unity game -Tight controls -Challenging levels -Unlockable trucks Cons: -Extremely overpriced.
Game should be 5 bucks -Short game, finished every level in about one hour.. This game is awesome. While it does have its
flaws -EXTREMELY dark world. My gosh! I can hardly see anything. even on 100% brightness -Using the console is a pian
unless you know what you're doing I enjoy playing it. An awesome medival FPS classic.. I actually did like this game when I
was on an older version of Windows, unfortunately, it doesn't run on Windows 10 even after some troubleshooting. Dev seems
uninterested in fixing the problem.. nope, aiming is destroyed/console garbage, get the heck out of here.. I really like the
ridiculous stylings of this game, and the combat can be kind of fun if you're good at getting the combos and quick-time bonuses.
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